
Event we'd like to see at Rio
Hotdog Eating Contest
Michael Spetsiotis
Could represent either Australia or 
Greece. This Greek marvel is noted for 
his superhuman ability to eat more food
then man should.  

Diving - 10m Platform
Dennis Diapolo
Dennis is a seasoned professional, learning his 
craft on the 10m board at Balwyn. Many consider 
Dennis a traditionalist opting to be bottomless
 when diving like the "Athians of old".
Fencing 
Marcus Hyde
Datto is still in disbelief about Hydeys skills with 
a sharp piece of steel after knifing him from the 
ones captaincy. Clear winner in this event
Willie McKenzie
Stole a premiership medallion from underdog 
Anthony Schaepman by knifing him on the eve 
of the finals. Worthy Silver medalist
Fans Nomination - Doug Potts
You're not a panther if you didn't want to see 
Dougy full of holes from a sword
Sailing
Dave Beattie
Long time sailing and sweater vest enthusiast, 
has already scheduled the ones team building 
exercise for the ones players to be his crew 
whilst sailing around the bay with Caroline on 
a romantic date. 

Equestrian
C.K.Prowse
Classy Chris has spent many a summer in 
the yarra valley practicing this very underated 
sport.
Beach Volleyball
PC & Poppo
PC is always dressed for a quick game of 
volley, coupled with the amount of time
these two spend at beaches in Thailand
Weightlifting
David Speed
His nickname isn't Ant for no reason. Has 
shown he is incredibly strong for someone 
so nimble
Rythmic Gymnastics
Andrew Minniceillo
Unfortunately missed his chance to be 
Australias next triple threat on channel 
10s I will survive. Decided to use his 
dancing skills to concentrate on this event

End of Season Trip: Thailand
(Same time as PC's wedding)
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Panthers at the Olympics
Now it's very easy to criticise the performance of the Australian 
Olympic team for their sub-par performance. However we at the 
gazette do not believe it was all doom and gloom and that there is 
group of untapped talent that should be considered at Rio in 2016

Synchronized Swimming
Matthew Gurney & Anthony Schaepman
They were attracted to this event as they 
would finally have an excuse to was their 
chests and wear speedos. Massive Flogs
Athletics
100m Sprint
Dave Eva 
Has perfected the art of sprinting away 
post game to avoid having a beer with 
his team mates
Note: Datto has suggested himself for this event
5000m
Dale Rogers
Is built like a Kenyan distance runner
would not be out of place in the final 
of this event.
Grecco Roman Wrestling
Lawrance Lathouras
This firey greek has a proven himself in 
the Panther end of season trip by putting
speedys head through a window, along with

NICKNAME  WATCH
Matthew Gurney - Juddy
Gurneys ability to poll votes club champion votes (even in games he didn't play) is 
Juddesq

Geoff  Allen - Triple M
Embroiled in a dubious incident recently when ordering a round of these.

Dougie Potts - DD
Now he's 18 he will be offering designated driver services.... if you dare.

Darren Ward - Judas
Has recently moved to a house in the enemy territory (Deepdene)

Simon Kann - The Don
Was floated last year for being the leader of the off field mafia, its more relevant now 
that he's the chairman of selectors

Andrew Prentice - Shotgun 
Refer to Panther website

Retired Nicknames
Marcus Hyde - Mr Macgibbon

Simon Datson - Captain Grumpy

Vox Pop: Should the Gazette get a pay 
wall?



Good Call Bad Call: Speedy will get 
sacked as captain this season?
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NBCCC Committee gives Panther players a
 turbo speed advantage with high-tech Bowling suit 

By Antonio Bitterman

Good Call Bad Call: Hydey will not be available
till round 3 citing a mystery illness

Star athletes already
 using suit

Now Seans Eco-friendly associate and NBCCC captain David Beattie was 
amazed by the suit and had nothing but praise for its going green style: The 
suit is made from 82 per cent recycled polyester fabric, a material that uses 
around 13 recycled plastic bottles per outfit, which in return saves 22 dolphins, 
creates less carbon emissions and most importantly saves trees which makes 
Dave Beattie a very happy man.

The Suit has already been worn by several NBCCC players and some 
international stars. Including Kevin Baker, who had great difficulty in getting the 
suit over his head. However, now that it’s on he has no choice but to wear it 
permanently or get it surgically removed. Kevin has worn the suit for 3 months 
straight  and does not intend to have it removed.  

Other stars included Jnr Miles, David Speed, James Gradey, Matthew Knott 
and Shoaib Aktar who although bowled extremely fast in the suit had a horrific 
reaction to the latex and his genital warts flared up.  Therefore new NBCCC 
player Nick Brown is not allowed to wear one for that very reason.  The suit 
has been much liked by all those who have dared to wear it and the results 
have been fantastic.

The suits will be distributed to all NBCCC players at the commencement of the 
season once the color scheme has been determined as Marcus Hyde and 
Lawrence Lathouras can’t decide on either maroon with a salmon stripe or 
Maroon with an aqua V.

Antonio Bitterman

Members of the NBCCC will have a technical advantage over their toughest rivals thanks 
to Sean Marshal and his new speed creation.

Thanks to a high-tech bowling suit that takes inspiration from a golf ball. Latex Pty Ltd - 
who sponsor many elite teams – in partnership with Mr Marshal have unveiled the Anti 
Chafing Turbo Speed suit, which they claim can knock 0.23 seconds off a standard 10 
metre run up and increase bowling speed by 1.25kmph.  Meaning that if opening bowler 
David Beattie was to wear a suit he could indeed reach speeds of almost 65KMPH at full 
pace, which many, including himself thought was impossible.

Sean Marshals latest speed suit is inspired by the aerodynamic excellence of the golf ball 
and is the complete opposite of his previous design failure which was inspired by M 
Gurneys head that acted as a wind drag and resembled the likes of a parachute effect.  
However, without trial and error the suit would not be what it is today.  No longer will 90% 
of NBCCC members have to suffer from severe chafing as this new suit is designed to 
eliminate that completely and add speed to every movement.

The kit's color design and skin tightness is similar looking to body paint and some experts 
believe that it is indeed true. The suit was tested during hundreds of hours in solitary 
confinement at a monistry in the highlands. The most challenging question Sean had was 
“Does my bum look big in this latex suit but little did Sean know that the Monks were 
sworn to silence”  

1) Scott Pennell - Stupidly generous at shouting, this nightowl is best known for his catch cry "ohh skittley"
2) Dave Beattie - Whilst he doesn't like talking to players from lower grades he does buy them a beer if they have had a good day in the field
3) Cameron Dickson - Despite popular opinion, is pretty generous when buying a beer
4) Lawrance Lathouras - Was a lot more generous prior to being a home owner and engaged however he has the runs on the board. 
5) Michael McInerney - The list is getting very skinny, this high on the list purely because there are bigger tight a$$es.
6) Matthew Gurney - Was quoted in forbes as saying you dont become a millionaire before 30 by buying mates a drink.
7) Justin Cheeseright - Believes a shout is where people buy Cheesey a beer. Reciprocation is not in young Justins vocabulary 
8) Sean Marshall - Won $1,000 on supercoach this year, was asked if he would shout a round "Dreaming" was his response (Note very generous 
if your name is Brendan McArdle)
9) Anthony Schaepman - There are more premiership players in the threes then blokes shapes has bought a beer for

"Most Likely to buy you a beer"

New Segment  The Marcellin List - As most would recognise a large
 number of panthers are Marcellin alumni, due to popular demand the gazette will be comparing their unique 

characteristics throughout the year with each other 

Sean Marshall - Testing 
revolutionary suit for chaffage

Supercoach Watch
With another 
supercoach season 
wrapping up, 
congratulation must go 
to Sean Marshall for 
winning the weekly 
$1000 prize last week.

4 left in the comp with 
Speedy, Mort, Shapes 
and the underdog 
Gallichio who will win?

Please forward all 
applications for next 
season to my secretary 
Antonio Bitterman


